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Independent Dekor
Standard set design & complex custom builds
Flawless scenic sets for your film, TV, commercial, event or fashion production
From our scene shop in Stockholm with 600m2 of construction area,
7 meters of vertical working space and our Luleå branch office in Northern
Sweden, we design and create scenic solutions for film, TV, events, commercials and for the fashion industry. Our combination of in-house master
craftsmen, technical know how and industrial capability is perfect for us to
give form to our customers‚ great visions and ideas.

THREE REASONS FOR
CHOOSING US:
EXPERIENCE We have produced over
1000 sets from 1999 till today. We build
everything from standard sets to large,
complex constructions and special
commissions optimized for digital post
production (VFX).
UNIQUE KNOWLEDGE We have specialists on hand in the fields of construction, painting, antique finish, carpentry,
prop-making, metal work and mechanical engineering.
SHORT TURNAROUND & PROMPT
DELIVERIES With our fully equipped
workshop we can prefabricate exactly
what you want when you want it; ready
for transport to the movie set in the studio or virtually any other location.

Stage Decoration for TV show
”TOTALLY MAGIC”
Swedish Television SVT1

FEATURE FILM AND DRAMA
Independent Dekor has built a large
number of movie sets for feature films
and TV dramas in Sweden. Some of
these include Efti, SF Svensk Filmindustri, Pampas Produktion, Anagram,
Yellowbird, Tre Vänner and Bob Films
Sweden to name a few.

COMMERCIAL AND STILLS
We have worked with most production
companies in Sweden. In recent years
we have produced the commercial and
still sets for Acne, Tractor, The Producers, We Are Group and Kouthoffd.
TV/ENTERTAINMENT
Do you want to see your impossible TV
idea realized? We welcome the challenge! Independent Dekor has recently
built sets for TV shows such as ”Completely Magically” (SVT1) and ”The
Weakest Link” (TV4).
FASHION AND EVENT
Gant, Acne, HM, Odd Molly, Peak
Performance (to name a few). These
are some of the fashion companies that
have engaged Indepedent Dekor to
produce everything from unique pieces
for their interiors to overall custom shop
fittings.
FOR MORE DETAILS AND
INFORMATION
Please contact Jens Munter, CEO, Production Design Manager at T: +46 8 556
615 07, E: jens@independentdekor.se
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